
Happy    Summer

Have a Happy    Summer!

Kids: 2-10 years

For Ben&Brenda we also have Listen&Read, an interactive book 
which is particularly useful if your children have started reading 
and writing in this Kids&Us course. In this book, children aged 7 
to 10 are encouraged to listen to simple sentences and questions 
and then discover the answers by moving the Talking Pen over the 
correct images.

We look forward to seeing you in the next
school year with more new features!

The Listen&Play Collection

Superkids Comic - The Terribly 
Naughty Twins (from 8 to 10 years old)
The comic contains three stories in which 
superheroes Holly and Billy foil their mischievous 
adversaries with amazing superpowers. Young 
readers will have to complete fun-packed activities 
throughout the book.

www.kidsandus.com
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Dear families,
At Kids&Us we want English to go beyond the classroom. This is why we have created a 
Universe full of high-quality stimuli in 100% English to enhance and enrich contact with 
the new language outside our schools.

We’ve prepared a set of suggestions with two objectives: firstly, to help your children to 
consolidate everything they’ve learnt during the school year and, secondly, to enable 
them to continue learning English during the summer in a fun and entertaining way.

Here are some ideas:
• Mousy and Linda students can continue working with the pop-up book and the 
Digipack they received at the beginning of the school year.
• Sam, Emma, Oliver, Marcia and Pam&Paul students can continue practising the 
course structures and vocabulary with the games and activities in the Sticker Books.

For all the products outlined below there is the option of acquiring the Talking Pen, 
which gives voices to the Kids&Us books and educational resources.

Babies: 9-24 months
The Play&Learn Collection
Baby Book Colours
With Play&Learn with Colours we discover objects with different 
colours.

Baby Book Numbers
Play&Learn with Numbers offers a fun way of practising the 
numbers from 1 to 10. If you prefer a more entertaining activity, we 
also propose the Bedtime & Bathtime puzzle, a game in which the 
children will learn the names of different objects we usually find in 
the bathroom and bedroom.

Read me a Story

Gina Ginger collection 
(from 5 to 7 years old) 
Things are always happening to naughty Gina 
Ginger but, with the help of little fairies, the 
problems always end up being solved... or 
perhaps they become even more complicated... 

In addition, at www.kidsandus.com you can also obtain printable and cut-out games 
related to the Betty and Gina stories. Your children will have a great time while they 
continue to learn.

Kids: 2-10 years

Betty Sheep collection
(from 2 to 4 years old)
In this collection Betty is a little sheep who 
discovers the world around her with her friend Catty. 
Are you ready to enjoy the very best adventures with Betty 
and Catty?

Many Monsters collection
(from 3 to 5 years old) 
The characters in this collection are hilarious monsters, 
each with a unique skill. The most monstrously 
endearing Kids&Us characters are about to arrive at 
every home to have wonderful daily adventures with the 
whole family. Will you let them in?

Listen&Touch 1 and Listen&Touch 2 books 
(from 3 to 8 years old)
These are interactive books whose aim is to consolidate the 
learning of English by means of games; the children get the 
answers telling them what they get right and wrong.

The Listen&Play Collection
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